Drawings

- Necessary Departure: $800 framed
- Lost Paradise: $800 framed
- Clouds: NFS
- Heart of Darkness: $800 framed
- At The Lake: $400 framed
- Universal Poof: $600 framed
- Nasty Nesting: $400 framed
- Dead End: $400 framed
- Feathering The Nest: $400 framed
- Serious Mysterious Fires: $500 framed

Sculptures

- Mickey Tacky: $350
- Johanna’s House 1943: POR
- Piatra Neampt: POR
- From The Boca Kotorska: POR

From the Venetian Glass Pen

1-19
All drawings are $150 each framed

20% of all sales support Art at BEKI